EDITORIAL: Teaching History and Geography Today
(Bernard Phan)


HOMAGE
Gabriel MUTTE (Pierre Garrigue)

A.P.H.G. ACTIVITIES
National Steering Committee Meeting on May 18th, 2003, Paris (Aleth Briat, Claude Ruiz)
Pedagogic Commission Meeting, First and Second Cycle, May 17th, 2003, Paris (Bernard Phan)
Europe Commission Meeting, May 17th, 2003 (Alexandre Pajon)
Civic Commission Meeting, February, 1st, 2003

PEDAGOGY
Using Archive Material in Secondary School (Rose-Marie Fouet)
Genevoix Classes (Gérard Domange, Antoine Martinez)
The 2002 contest on the Resistance and concentration (Claude Barthe)
History and Memory : Interview with Simone Weil : Reflections on Collective Memory of the Holocaust (Christine Guimonnet)
Internet Chronicle (Daniel Letouzey)

UP DATE ON
Report on the 2003 Internal Agregation Exam in History and Geography (Claude Prudhomme)
Report on the 2003 External CAPES and CAFEP in History and Geography (Gérard Dorel)
Report on the 2003 Internal CAPES (Guy Mandon, Jean-Louis Reppert)
ESSEC Exam, report 2003 (Pierre Biard)
ESCP Exam, report 2003 (Laurent Carroué)

Agrégations and CAPES Bibliographies
-North Africa, Egypt, Sudan, the Horn of Africa (Pierre Signoles)
-Risks, Part Two (Yvette Veyret, Nancy Meschinet de Richemond, André Dauphiné, François Bost, Jacques Donze, Hervé Vieillard-Baron)
-The Renaissance from the 1470's to the 1560's (Gérald Chaix)
-Birth and Diffusion of Christianism (Nicole Moine)
-French Revolution and Empire (1789-1815) : des expériences politiques fondatrice (Bernard Gainot)
-Russia (Pierre Thorez)
-The Souths (Bernard Bret)

INTERVIEW
With Thierry de MONTBRIAL (Sabine Jansen and Hubert Tison)

OFFICIALS DOCUMENTS
The 2003-2004 National Contest on the Resistance and Concentration Camps
FNDRIP List
**II - Areas of Immigration**

- **Foreigners and Immigrants in the Paris Region, 19th and XXth Centuries (Marie-Claude Blanc-Chaleard)**
- **Lorraine: A Model of Integration? (Didier Francfort)**
- **Foreigners in Southwestern France (Pierre Guillaume)**
- **Immigration to Marseille in the XXth Century (Emile Temime)**
- **The Image of Illegal Immigrants in the Alpes-Maritimes Region, 1980-2000 (Yvan Gastaut)**

**III - Immigrants in the Major Debates of the 20th Century**

- "Immigrants Despite Themselves"! Soldiers and Colonial workers in France during World War I (Marc Michel)
- **Foreigners in France during World War II (Jean-Marie Guillon)**
- **Young People of Algerian Stock and Depictions of the Algerian War: Writings and Identificatory Processes (Benjamin Stora)**

---

**RESEARCH**

- **The Territory of France, 19th-20th Centuries, Part II (Robert Marconis)**

**CLIMATIC CHRONICLE**

- France's Summer Heatwave in 2003: From Weather Hazard to Health Disaster (Jean-Pierre Besancenot)
- Risks at All Levels of Geography: Question and Debate (Denis Lamarre)

**SEE AND HEAR**

- Notebook (Yves Thoraval)
- Exhibitions (Alain Laude et alii)
- Music (Jean-Philippe Genet, Philippe Gut, André Segond, Philippe Zwang)
- Television and History: Interview with Philippe CHAZAL (Aleth Briat) - General Leclerc: Indochina Dream (André Martel)
- Theater (Guy Boquet, Jacques Portes)

**READ, REREAD**

- H.G. noted (Alain Laude, Claude Ruiz)
- Magazines (Alain Laude, Claude Ruiz)
- Books
- Letters (André Martel, Michel Barbe, Renaud Chastagneret)